"The Light in Girlish Eyes."
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Andantino grazioso.

They say there
"At times one

is a light in
girlish eyes so bright,
that throws its

love-ning
can't de-tect a
spark of in-tel-lect
in
girlish

eyes that

droop,

rays

In-to each man-ly heart and there it

plays a part, in

But lat-ter on, they blaze at one sweet word of praise, and
many different ways; it even may reflect that
fairly "loop the loop" no wonder hearts in grief are

she is quite correct the daintiest of girls, but oh! the
wrecked on Bright-eyes Reef" as wildly they pursue
The luring

va-ried beams, as many, so it seems as there are shades of curls.
phantom light that always shines so bright in eyes of every hue.
The

colla voce

REFRAIN.
Valse moderato.

light that lies in girlish eyes is but an idle
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dream__ And to the wise it just implies Love's

Jack - O - Lan - tern gleam__ None ever knew it's

meaning true but here's the right surmise__ The light that

lies in girl - ish eyes is the only light that lies.
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